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1> Which of these movies is set in Metro City? 

 
   a. Spy Kids 

   b. Earth 
   c. Astro Boy 

   d. Spiderman 

 
 

2> Which of the characters is kidnapped by a T-Rex in the movie "Ice-Age - Dawn 
of the Dinosaurs"? 

 
   a. Scrat 

   b. Sid 
   c. Diego 

   d. Manny 
 

 
3> In the hit movie "Chicken Run", what is the name of the farmer? 

 
   a. Mr. Green 

   b. Mr. Mackenzie 
   c. Mr. Tweedy 

   d. Farmer Brown 
 

 
4> What is the name of the dog that plays mother to Babe? 

 
   a. Fly 

   b. Ferdinand 
   c. Rex 

   d. Duchess 
 

 
5> What is the name of the little girl in the movie "Racing Stripes"? 
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   a. Daisy 

   b. Charlotte 

   c. Elizabeth 
   d. Channing 

 
 

6> What is the name of the main character in the movie "Flushed Away"? 
 

   a. Ted 
   b. Le Frog 

   c. Sid 
   d. Roddy 

 
 

7> In which city does Remy live in the movie "Ratatouille"? 
 

   a. Chicago 
   b. Paris 

   c. London 
   d. New York  

 
 

8> What is the name of the mother Dalmatian in the movie "101 Dalmatians"? 
 

   a. Purdy 
   b. Lady 

   c. Samantha 
   d. Duchess 

 
 

9> In the movie "Stuart Little", what kind of animal is Stuart? 
 

   a. Gerbil 
   b. Mouse 

   c. Dog 
   d. Cat 

 
 

10> What is the name of the rat in the classic film "Charlotte's Web"? 
 

   a. Roddy 
   b. Wilbur 

   c. Ed 
   d. Templeton 

 
 



11> What kind of dog is the hero in the film "Underdog"? 

 

   a. Basset Hound 
   b. Poodle 

   c. German Shepherd 
   d. Golden Retriever 

 
 

12> In the film "All Dogs go to Heaven", what is the name of the orphan girl? 
 

   a. Cindy 
   b. Lucy 

   c. Anne-Marie 
   d. Sally 

 
 

13> How does Marlin's wife die in the movie "Finding Nemo"? 
 

   a. Caught by a fisherman 
   b. Stung by a ray 

   c. Speared by a diver 
   d. Eaten by a barracuda 

 
 

14> Which movie is set in the town of Berk? 
 

   a. How to Train Your Dragon 
   b. Brother Bear 

   c. Tangled 
   d. Brave 

 
 

15> What skill does Merida excel at in the film "Brave"? 
 

   a. Tracking 
   b. Archery 

   c. Horseback riding 
   d. Swordsmanship 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 



Answers:  

 

1> Astro Boy - Released in 2009, the movie was directed by David Bowers.  
2> Sid - Sid is a sloth.  

3> Mr. Tweedy - Mrs. Tweedy wants to mass-produce chicken meat pies.  
4> Fly - Fly helps Babe learn how to be a sheep-pig.  

5> Channing - Channing learns how to ride her Zebra.  
6> Roddy - Roddy is a spoiled pet that gets flushed down the toilet.  

7> Paris - Remy is a rat that dreams of being a great chef.  
8> Purdy - The father is called Pongo.  

9> Mouse - Stuart is disliked by the family cat.  
10> Templeton - Templeton lives under Wilbur's slop bucket in the cartoon 

version of the film.  
11> Basset Hound - The Basset Hound is trying to use his powers to defeat the 

mad scientist Simon Barsinister.  
12> Anne-Marie - Anne-Marie is able to talk to animals.  

13> Eaten by a barracuda - Coral is killed leaving Marlin to raise their son Nemo.  
14> How to Train Your Dragon - This small Viking town is being attacked by 

dragons.  
15> Archery - Merida is given a bow by her father. 
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